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I 

SUMMARY 

The formation of positronium by the process of electron capture 

by positrons passing through hydrogen has been ~Jtudied theoretical.ly. 

For formation in the ground state, the cross section has a maximum 

value equal to 4.9 times the area of the hydrogen atom, when the 

incoming positron has about the same velocity as the bound electron 

in hydrogen. Above this velocity 1 the cross section falls off rapidly, 

going asYm.Ptotically as V""''"l. • 

Various approximations have been made in analogous problems, 

including some work on helium. 
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Historical Introduction 

In 1951, M. Deutsch (2) was able to show that a group of positrons, 

injeeted in a gas, did not al.l behave the same way before annihilation; 

that different decay periods were observed, and that some of these 

periods did not vary if the pressure in the gas was allowed to change. 

This phenomenon was explained by assuming another phase in the positron 

history: its existence in a bound state with an electron, just before 

annihilation. The system escapes the influence of the surroundings and 

can undergo annihilation with its mean life essentially independent of 

ambiant pressure. 

This system has been called positronium, and it is very similar 

to the hydrogen atom. Its reduced mass is one hal! that of hydrogen, 

and its Bohr radius twiee as large. If we introduee this new Bohr 

radius in the quantum meebanical expression for the wave function and 

energy levels of an hydrogen atom, we get the proper equivalent term 

for positronium, that is! 
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The ionisation potential is 6.8 ev., or hal! of the hydrogen 

value. 

Depending on whether the spins are parallel or anti-parallel 

in the atom, it is called ortho-positronium or para-positronium. 

The first one has a mean life of .... l0-1- sec., and decays in three gamma 

rays, while the second lives-10-1
" sec., where only two gamma rays are 

emitted. 

When positrons are sent into a gas, a certain fraction of them 

end up bound with an electron in a positronium atom. 

The process is a complex one involving several steps. If the 

positron has a relatively high velocity initially, it will lose 

energy in the usual manner by ionization and excitation of the gas 

atoms. As its velocity falls into the region of atomic electron 

velocities, it will perhaps capture an electron to form positronium. 

This neutral a tom will make further collisions, losing energy, and 

perhaps the electron will be stripped off. The positron continues 

losing energy and capturing and losing electrons, until it reaches a 

velocity at which it is energetically impossible to lose or capture 

an electron. A certain fraction of positrons reaching this energy 

will be bound in positronium atoms. The rest will be free. The 

fraction forming positronium can be estimated by relatively crude 

arguments (see Deutsch (2) ). 

The aim of the present work was to find out the cross-section 

of different gases for the initial electron capture process. No 
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attempt was made to evaluate the complex process which leads to a 

certain number of positrons eventua~ existing in the gas as 

positronium atoms of ver,y low energies. 

Atomic hydrogen was the first gas considered. The cross

section was evaluated completely in the Born approximation. Some 

approximations were obtained for the capture croas-section in 

helium, but the complete calculation was too involved. 
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Positrons in Atomic Rydrogen 

The process of electron capture and positronium formation will 

be studied by means of a Born approximation. The cross-section for 

capture into a given final state then appears as follows: 

where p~ =- z.A>1 is the final reduced mass of the system, (assuming 

the proton is infinitely heavy relative to the positron and electron), 

is the ratio of final and initial velocity, 

and rf is the perturbation matrix element: 

5 
-A.~. R'' .)1. -<...~-.A' 1- ~ R 

11 = e... ~s C-"l-~ v c R,--2) e. · " ~ .. c~) eth: ct.. 

v (A', R) is the interaction Hamiltonian. 

Figure I shows the system of coordinates used in the calculation. 

Figure I 

Before the collision, the electron is bound around the proton, 

and the incoming positron feels an interaction potential: 

from the H atom. 
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The wave function describing the initial state is: 

~o(~) = _1_ e_ -'%.o 
Vna/'..., 

4~:-R 
for an hydrogen atom in its ground state. The term e_ , iri the 

matrix element, representa the relative motion of the two systems 

involved, if we neglect the polarisation created in the atom by the 

incident positron. 

(E is the initial energy of the positron relative to the 

hydrogen atom) • 

For ground state capture, the final wave function is 

for the positronium atom. 

-tt./2.6o e.. 

.. dif·R' 
The factor e. describes the motion 

of the positronium atom relative to the proton. The final wave 

number is 

(the mass now being 2m). 

Because the collision is a rearrangement collision, the inter-

action is different in the final state: 

Vt = 

However, as is shown in Appendix A of Jackson and Schiff (3), the 
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perturbation matrix element 1f is the same, whether one employa V-i 

or \!; 

Conservation of energy requirements are that~ 

For convenience, w~ introduce the new variables: 

and use Ji 

c. : ~-; - hl/-z. 
B-=~-~ 

and -· .12.. as independent variables, instead of ~ 

Then, the ma.trix element becomes: 

So far, the spins of the electron and positron have been 

ignored. In the final state, the bound system of electron and 

positron can be in either a triplet or a singlet spin state. Sinee 

the interaction is not dependent on spins, the two spin states will 

be populated according to their statistical weights. Thus, of the 

total number of atoms formed, three-fourths will be ortho

positronium atoms (triplet spin state), and the remaining fourth, 

para-positronium atoms (singlet spin state). 

We first determine the ground state capture cross-section, 

using an approximation introduced by Brinkman and Kramers (1). 
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This approximation considera only the electron-positron interaction 

in evaluating the matrix element, (neglecting nucleus-positron inter

action). The details of the calculation are similar to those given 

in Appendix A of Jackson and Schiff (3). This matrix element called 

is I B)( =: - {1 Tl..i!..'l.a,()Z 

E3 
1 
~3 

where \ 'h L'·s-- (2.- 'Je) ~eJ 

E !!! ~a! : Initial energy of positron in units of 13.6 ev. 

~ = scattering angle. 

The differentia! cross-section is: 

cL \TeK= ..Jfal (z.- '!e)'h _1_ 
d.n.. E: b Ll" 

When integrating over angles, we get the total cross-section: 

~BI< - H ( ps-_ Q ·S') 
ïlctot Eb 

Î\ ( - ( ''?.) - 1 t-" = 1· b - 2.-'/E) 

The graphs in the four following pages illustrate the theDr;y. 

Figure II representa the total cross-section in the B.K. 

approximation. As expected, it has a threshold at a value of posi-

tron energy equal to the difference between the hydrogen atom and 

the positronium atom ground state energies, i.e. 6.8 ev. The 

cross-section peaks qui te s harply around ~2-13 ev., and th en falls 
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Figure II 
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off rapidly as the sixth power of energy. 

It should be emphasized. that this result is for atomic hydrogen 

gas. For H ~ gas, m.olecular etfects will change curve in the low 

energy region. 

Figures III and IV the di!ferential cross-sections for different 

energies. 

The angular distribution is seen to be es8entia~ independant 

of angle for energies close to threshold. It becomes more and more 

peaked in the !orward direction as E increases. 

To afford a better study of this affect, we define as 

"anisotropy11 the "Ratio of actual cross-section at Ou over cross-

section at 0 ° if the same total number of emitted particles was 

emitted isotropically", that is: 

For our case, this is shown in Figure V. Thus, one ean see 

whether he is justified in considering only the cross-section at 

small angles in a particular calculation. 

The capture cross-section was then evaluated, taking into 

account the nucleus-positron interaction in the matrix element, 

according to a method developed by Jackson and Schiff (3). 

The following Fourier transform is used, 

-' - = ~ 5 d_~ ~ L-<.. p_-CI (ft-~·)] 
1 Il -.J"Z 'J z. n R ~ 

and the nucleus-positron part of the mat rix element reads: 
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To evaluate this, we use the Feynman Integral: 

(a..-!)- 'l. == ( 1 (p ~ ( J-.X) d-cc. 
) 6 ~x +.-tC 1 -~)] "+ 

wi.th 
o... = 'lz.. [SB- R)"t-+ a,-~] 

~ -= [Cë- li) z. +(t-acrj 

we find ~c. +~ ( 1-;)() -= [\ +Roz}<-- - 2. h-.f. 

with Il t ( -t W = .C. -t 211a) r- =: 1 -::x/2. 

D = G:r)z. -r 2: ( 1 -~) 

from conservation of energy. 

We now use the formula 

where we put 

(-f- /.J'~) ::::: a.:e--+~x +c.. en..== - t=Jao"t. Â, =- ~ ja,} 
(2. -.:>c) 'L C. = /a~?. 

With these substitutions, and after integration over 11x" of 

integrale of the to:rm ( oc , ck_ 

. j ( ~l.+~~ +c.)"v>f/z. 
we get the needed mat rix element. 
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The complete mat rix element, ( summing both terms), is now: 

1 
Ec. 

j - ~(0·5"-2/E)-t-(2/t: -2) 

H - lP ~ - Z..lf/(J.t+g) 

\< :::- -01' -t Z(5Ëa+5'E-t/2.~-+P) 2 

p = (z.jfi) ~-'(fE/z) 
1\ V2.. 
~-J = )·6- - (2 -'JE) L.ev f7. 

I o.JI 5'('P"-a•) -+-~H(P1-Q'I_) ++(1-1'-+~kl(P'--GI ') 

+2 H k (?a- Q 1J -t 2 kt( p- Q) ~ 
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The graphe on the four following pages illustrate the 

behaviour of these cross-sections, and their comparison with the 

Brinkman-Kramer resulta. 

In Figure VI, the shape of the CJ:s curve appears to be very 

similar to the previous one, but the numerical values are about 

ten times smaller. This implies that the repulsion of the posi-

tron greatly decreases the probability of positronium formation. 

Figure VII is the ratio of the two cross-sections \la~e J (jj • 

As E _,. .,.., the ratio approaches a limiting value of about 1. 57. 

This :tœans that the two parts of the interaction are always 

effective, and should be retained in any calculation. 

This importance of both terms can also be brought in evidence 

if we look at the matrix element appearance at high energy. 

S goes to - 2. H ~ o k-+ #o 

am d<:r~ Vz'a!" 
d.n. ~ t:~ 

The first term in r.h.s. is identical with d.\1~ 1( 

Grouping the two last tenns, we bave 

<J::::r ---. 3 . .1-f.LJ x 1 () ~ 

na"l.. EL> 
E -"-

where again the first term is the B.K. term (E -- ) • 

In Figures VIII and IX, the ::r differentiai cross-section 

shows a remarkable difference from the B.K~ one. First of all, 
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it vanishes at a certain angle. This can be attributed to inter-

ference between the two parts of the ma trix element. In the high 

energy limit, the re is a root at é = 2..5~ ôo · ( é is the wcattering 

angle). At lower energies, it is hard to determine the roots 

exaetly, as we deal wi th a 6 tlt order equation in ~ • 

Figure VIII representa an attempt at doing it graphically !or 

E = 1. Qui te a number of points were taken, and there is a gap in 

the curve, at an angle higher than in the previous case. 

B,y the same effect, the differential cross-section at high 

angles is in the mean much more important than in the B.K. case. 

A small table will illustra te that: 

E-=t cAcr&=~cr 
-

l3k 1--'JO 
- +------- - ·- ···- - - · 

"J 2-1 
---··· --.- . -· --·-··---·· - --

Unfortunately, because of the actual definition of the 

"anisotropy", this is not visible in the corresponding figure, 

which appears as a dotted line in Figure V. 

Before leaving the ground state capture problem, we mention 

a proposal of Schiff (6) that good resulte can be obtained by 

using a screened potential for the incident ion-electron interaction 

in order to include at least partially the affect of the incident 

ion-nucleus interaction in a B.K. type of calculation, and so 

avoid the more complex computations involved when the complete 
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interaction is used. Schiff has applied this idea to the capture 

of electrons by protons in hydrogen. His result is in moderate 

agreement with that obtained by the use of the complete interaction. 

To test Schiff's idea further, the corresponding calculation 

was made for positrons in hydrogen. The details are presented in 

Appendix I and Figure XIII. There is no agreement between the re-

sults using the screened potential and those employing the complete 

interaction, the cross-section differing by a factor of 2 or 3 in 

the region of interest. 

Captures into excitèd states 

The possibility of formation of positronium in z ~ and zf' 

excited states from hydrogen ground state was then investigated. 

The final wave functions involved here are: 
- Jt/J.Iàd 'lj'f Z./cl ::- f ( 2-ll./z.d.o) e_ /(, vn a.,"lti 

'Î v - y.t~tt(i 
:l-f 2-p = Il-e_ ~ é 

1~ m (ao)"}!L 

where the subscripts on "l are the quantum numbers Y\ and .-l 
-..e2 

The degenerate energy level is "E: = ~/..a.., and conservation of 

energy requirements are that "Rclz.- k.{-= ~/Ja(/?... 
1.. 

The calculation proceeds in the same manner as for formation in 

the ground state. Only the end results will be stated here. 
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The TeK matrix element is considered first: 

\) = ~ J.s- + (2. -.l)'/l.-lJ _, 
?_ -"'E 2é 



As expected, the threshold is somewhat higher, namely at 

E= 0.875. The two curves have the usual shape (Figure X), with 

Ch..o slightly higher than G""z-p 

It is of interest to note that one can express \la~ 2.r in 

function of (JI3.1o.-a by: 

and further that for E -coQ the total cross-section for the 

degenerate levels is: 

\)\3K z.. '= (\l~K'2.-<~-+UflJOp) = T '\J13kl 

This is a special case of the general result that \Je 1{ rz. =.__!_ Cl 11 1( ' 

-n3 
forE--"""". 

The equivalent -:r calculation in "2 ~ case involves a matrix 

element of the form 

T:s= 
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2..)./C'fb. l i J-

-T ctjJ.I -+ l s jg -} 
pz(-r--<Jt)S"/1. 'f(f>.-.-o~)~/z 

2. ~ c.' +cu() rtl 
(z. -~) J 

Cl.. = - E )a./· 
.-b = (r:. +3/.J~)ja/- c.. = (2 a(J) -~ 

The expres-sions for T:s 1 d%/d.l1. J Cl;r are too 

complicated to be written here, but they are of the same form 

as in the ground state case. 

For E =1 the total cross-section gives 

..srL-nar - 0 ·3.1-f 

The ratio (j13 k~ lrr:_ 
j\JO~v::. 

is about 0-0J..f 

energy, whereas the \S:r.,.j(Js, is o. 2. .. 

Massey and Mohr (4) give a graph of this 

at this value of 

cross-section, 

whieh they evaluated by a spherical harmonie expansion method. 

According to the graph, their value for E ::1 seems to be about 

five times smaller than that quoted here. No reason has been 

found for this disagreement. 
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Formation of Positronium in Helium 

The next purpose was to obtain some results in experimentally 

available gases. Molecular hydrogen soon revealed itself an 

extremely complicated case, because of the number of particles 

involved (5). The helium atom case was hardly easier, (4 particles 

involved). The trouble in this case is more in the interminable 

length of the calculation than in the mathematics itself. General 

fonnulae and some approximations are gi ven in the following pages. 

Figure XI shows the new sets of coordinates·: 

1------------
'F~ XI 

The matrix element for the Born approximation is now: 

-~nt-R' ~R 
I = 5 e. ~ (A..,.,,~.f~) V(R, 12.+21 1l-r•) ct . ~<h·)~JofRdn""7 ctt~ 

The initial interaction potential is: 

A variational principle as given in Scbiff (5) will give us 

the appro:ximate wave function for the helium atom: 
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(3z..= z.'i!s 

If we oonsider for the final state an ionized atom in its 

ground state: ~h. 
-~ 

1,y.f -= ""l'(IA'I-o. HtL) x ~p_, -= 2 Vz e. 4
() X 

'fFi a.., ,~z 

-~+1 
e_~ 

V1f7a/~' 

Conservation of energy requirements are that: 

We use again variables 13 and c:.. 

instead of 'R , k+IJ .h..,.'t. J 

The presence of two electrons multiplies the cross-section 

by a factor of two. The positronium systems are distributed in 

spins, according to the following remarks: 

The initial spin of the s,ystem is one half, as only the 

positron contributes to it. Since spin is conserved throughout 

the collision, the final spin must be one half. Tbus, the posi-

tronium spin ( 5=6 or 1 ) must combine with the remaining helium 

electron ( s::::•)7.) to give a resultant total spin of one half. 

In writing dawn the final spin wave function, one has to be careful 

in order as to conserve the symmetry property under exchange of 

the two electrons in the helium atom. When this is done properly, 

one finds that the triplet factor is 1.5, the singlet one 0.5. 

The sum is two, as expected. The cross-section presented below 
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is that for a single helium electron· 

The matrix element appears as 

We now separate :r in two parts. 

where Tc- contains the positron nucleus interaction 

(analogous to 13 ) 

~~~ the positron-stolen electron interaction 

( analogous toT 13 k) 

]l~ the positron-left electron interaction. 

We shall treat each of them separately. 

M -== J. 6 

N -= (2- ~)'Il. 
E 
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~-::. ~ 1 + 0 · 5-=1'6' 
E Â± 

For ,.. 
..L~ 

The calculations are similar to the T:s case in hydrogen, 

except that 
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For Tc:.. 

The convenient formula here is 

The rest of the integration in these two cases presents no 

analytical difficulties, but involves e.xtremely long calculation. 
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Integration of functions of the type 

are troublesome because they lea~ to arcsin of complicated functions 

of L) • Because of the tact that ~ contains in itself the angle 

between incident and ejected particles~ the integration of the total 

cross-section after squaring of the matrix element would be analytica~ 

extremely involved, and probably possible only numerically. 

In the limit of large E some simplitying approximations are 
_, 

possible. We can expand the factor (A+ ~.x. ) in inverse powers of lJ 

which is proportional to E: 

To examine the magnitude of the terms, we inspect the ratio of 

the minimum value of Jj for a gi~en energy, and the maximum value 

of &.X. ~ é =o. 575" 

For t: ~ S"O 

Below this value of E, we cannet neglect ~~ 
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Keeping the first term in the expansion, we obtain 

Ta... :::: ;. s 1 x Jo3 e. na oz. 
E3 

Another method of approximation deals with the original form of 

the matrix element before the introduction of the Feynman integrals. 

If E- >/' 1 J 8 > 1 1 ë > 1 the integrand is large only at certain 

regions in the ~ space, namely when i3 ---- li" 1 ë.. """'- R 

Therefore we may write approximately: 

provided that the regions where the integrals come from do not over-

lap. This condition is seen to be fulfilled if E >> lcJ· 8 

When integrated, this limi.tating value of r.._ is seen to agree 

exactly with the result given above, so that the two schemas of 

approximation are equivalent. 

We now use the second method of approximation in Tc. and see 

-~ I that it falls off with energy as 'E. whereas L.. and -4 go llke 

E -3. At high energies, we can therefore neglect it. 

It is probable th at T~ is small at all energies, since it 

representa the interaction of the positron with the electron that is 

left behind. The principal effect of this interaction would be to 

weaken somewhat the positron-nucleus interaètion, i.e. 'I, would tend 
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t8 ce.r:cel s o ·e pe:.rt of T .,_ . 
:.::-s::.n_g th.::; as~;-r.Tptotic forms of T.,_ and Ib, ne ;î.ect-

:;_np Tc.. , we f:;~ r:d t l·1s t the total crcs::"-section for E-.,c;;:. 

DO th a ; ;ear t ~ b~ l &r gBr t ~ an t he eq~iv&~ent 

hyà.r :;; en cross-se ctioEs: 

\f'a~t"~) ==- '3-J.t ) 
CJe k cH) 

Jo 

A few numer:l. ca l c:alculations ~..rer e then carried ou t 

at E-=2-J.{. -'-~V taking into e.cc oun.t To..... and r~.' the 

differe~t~ al cros s -section i~ forward d ~rection (G=d) 
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'rhe rat :~ c d.u13 kjd.crToT nov.; cliinos ·J.p to 7 .5. 
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APPENDIX I: 

Use of an Averaged. Potential as the Perturbation 

An attempt was made to include the nucleus-positron interaction 

in some ~rt of approximate ma.nner in a B.K. type calculation: we 

replace the usual (sum of two terms) perturbation potential obtained 

by averaging the proton charge distribution around the electron in the 

H atom. 

Instead of 

we replace 

We call 

The matrix element is then: 

T = 2 {ï: na/ 
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am the total cross-section . 

== ~ S li ( Q ~ S 3- 'P 3 R 3) + ss- ( Q 3 5 t.- P 3 R~) 
qE L E' 2. E 5 

-+~JJ (Q3S-'?~R)- ~'' (Q:!.-f->~ 
" S~E 3 1-z- E..,. 

Q= ljM-+-N 

l'V = ( 2.. -}/lE) 'h. 

0 =~JE 

At present, it is not clear where this type of approximation 

fits into the consistent theory of collision processes. In particular, 

it is uncertain whether (J~ offers any i.mprovement over the etraight 

forward calculation. 
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ERRATA 

l. In pa ge L~' f =:_rs t equation, reaè.: 

clG't ( r~jj~?_ ~: \ It \, d__n_ 

2. In pa g e l 9, t h ird e q ua t i on, read: 

3. In pag e 2 0, t hir è. e qu a t i on , rea d: 

4. In Fig ure XII, divide t h e or di na tes by 1 6 . 


